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THE SCHUR GROUP CONJECTURE
FOR THE RING OF INTEGERS OF A NUMBER FIELD

PETER NELIS

(Communicated by Maurice Auslander)

Abstract. If R is the ring of S integers of a subcyclotomic number field K ,

then the Schur group conjecture asserts that the Schur group of R equals the

intersection of the Brauer group of R and the Schur group of K . We prove

this assertion in case S is the set of all Archimedian primes, i.e. when R is

the ring of integers of K .

Introduction

If R is any commutative ring, then a Schur algebra over R is an Azumaya

algebra over R, which is the epimorphic image of a group ring RG, where

G is a finite group. In case R is a field, this means that A appears as a

component of some group algebra RG. One now defines the Schur group S(R)

of R as the subgroup of the Brauer group consisting of the classes, up to Brauer

equivalence, of Schur algebras over R. If R isa Dedekind domain, then Br(.R)

is a subgroup of Br(K) and we clearly have

S(R) Ç Br(R) ñ S(K).

In [16] Riehm states a conjecture of E. B. Williams which asserts that equality

holds whenever R is the ring of S integers of any subcyclotomic number field,

where S is any set of places. In [17] he then proves the equality for the case

of cyclotomic number rings. In case S is the set of all finite places, the Schur

group conjecture was only known when the right-hand side is trivial, except for

a few exceptions. The fact that no analogue of the Brauer Witt theorem for

fields has been obtained for the integral case, seriously hampers the calculation

of these Schur groups. In this note, we prove the Schur group conjecture when

R is the ring of integers of any number field, i.e. when S is the set of all finite

places. First, we prove that the Schur group conjecture may be reduced to the

quadratic case. We then pay attention to the particular situation K = Q(,/p),

p prime. A cyclic crossed product order over Z[(l + y/p)/2] may be obtained
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by adjoining a pth root of unity and defining a 2-cocycle that takes values in

the roots of unity. This algebra is the epimorphic image of a group ring, but it

is not Azumaya. However, one may extend the representation to a larger group,

viz. SbiFp), where Fp denotes the Galois field of order p . The epimorphic

image of this group is then Azumaya. We apply this to prove the Schur group

conjecture for primes p , p = 1 mod4. Starting from these bricks and a weak

multiplicative law for the values of N for which the Schur group conjecture is

true, an induction process may be set up to prove the theorem in general. The

calculation of the Schur groups of the ring of integers of a number field then

ensues immediately.

1. The Schur group of number rings

Throughout, K is a number field, R its ring of integers or a localization of

this ring, k is the quotient field of R modulo some prime ideal P, Br(R) is

the Brauer group of R, G is a finite group, s„ is an nth root of unity and

unadorned tensor product is over R.

Definition 1.1. An Azumaya algebra A over R is a Schur algebra if and only

if there exists a finite group G and an R algebra epimorphism from the group

algebra RG onto A.

Example 1.2. The Schur algebras over Z are precisely the matrix rings Mn(Z),

where n = 1 or 8|« . We will sketch the proof of this result, for details the

reader is referred to [12]. The case n = 1 is clearly trivial, so assume n > 1 .

If G is a finite subgroup of Gl„ (Z) such that the Z module generated by G is

Mn(Z), then G can be viewed as the subgroup of the automorphism group of an

even unimodular quadratic form. This was proved independently by Thompson

in [20] and by the author in [12]. If Tg denotes the unique unimodular, even

quadratic form of dimension 8, then one can prove that the automorphism

group of k copies of Tg spans Msk(Z) as a Z module.

Definition 1.3. S(R) = {[A] e Br(R), A is a Schur algebra} is called the Schur
group of R.

It is easy to prove that S(R) is indeed a group (cf. [4] or [11]). For a gener-

alization of this concept to twisted group rings as well as for general theorems

concerning these Schur groups, the reader is referred to [11]. If A is an Azu-

maya algebra over R, then A® K is a central simple algebra. This yields a

map

Br(R) -> Br(ÄT) : [A] h-* [K ® A].

Since R is a Dedekind domain, this map is an injection (cf. [13, Theorem 6.19,

p. 67]). We will therefore view Br(R) as a subgroup of Br(K). If furthermore

n: RG -» A is an epimorphism, then so is n: KG -» K <g> A . This shows that

S(R) çBr(R)nS(K).

The Schur group conjecture asserts that equality holds when R is the ring

of S integers of a subcyclotomic number field. This has been proven in [17]

for the case R - Z[e„], n arbitrary and for any cofinite set of places S not

containing the infinite ones. We recall that the ring of S integers is then defined

as the set of elements of K that has a positive valuation at every place of S.
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If S is the set of all finite places, then we call R§ the number ring of K. This

ring is then the integral closure of Z in K . We will now proceed to prove that

equality holds when K is an arbitrary subcyclotomic number field and R its

number ring. If the Schur group conjecture holds, then this allows an effective

computation of the Schur group of the ring of S integers for any number field

K and any finite set of places S. Indeed, let Kc be the maximal subcyclotomic

field contained in K and let Rc = R n Kc. If Ac is a Schur algebra over Rc,

then R ®Rc Ac is a Schur algebra over R. This gives a map S(RC) —► S(R) and

we let R <8>rc S(RC) denote its image. Similarly, we have a map S(KC) -> S(K).

Proposition 4.6. [22, p. 46] then asserts that S(K) = K ®Kc S(KC). This has
been generalized by C. R. Riehm who proves that S(R) = R <8>rc S(Rc) , for any

number ring R (cf. [16, Theorem 1]). Thereby, the computation of S(R) is

reduced to the subcyclotomic case, as it was for the Schur group over fields.

Lemma 1.4. Let K ç L be an extension of number fields, with rings of integers

R and S respectively. Then an algebra A is Azumaya over R if and only if

S <g> A is Azumaya over S.

Proof. If A is Azumaya over R , then S <8> A is Azumaya over S , by a clas-

sical theorem on Azumaya algebras. Conversely, if A is not Azumaya, then

disc(A/R) ¿ R, disc(5 <g> A/S) = disc(A/R)S ¿ S, and S <g> A is not Azumaya
over S.   D

Theorem 1.5. The Schur group conjecture is true for number rings if and only if it

is true for the number rings of quadratic fields Q(^/m), m a squarefree natural

number.

Proof. One direction is obvious, so let R be any number ring and assume that

the Schur group conjecture is true for R = Z[p], where p - y/m if m = 2 or

3 mod4 and p = (1 + ^/m)/2, m = 1   mod4, m squarefree.

Let R be the number ring of a subcyclotomic extension K and let [A] beany

element of S(K) n Br(R). Then the Hasse invariants of [A] at the finite places

are all 0, since [A] e Bt(R) . (Cf. [13, Corollary 6.35, p. 77].) On the other
hand, the Hasse invariants at the infinite places are all equal, by the Benard-

Schacher theorem (cf. [22, Theorem 6.1, p. 89]). By Hasse's sum theorem,

Br(R) n S(K) = 0, unless K has at least 2 and an even number of real places.

In that case Br(R) n S(^) ç C2, the cyclic group of order 2. So we may further

assume that K has 2p real embeddings, p € N\{0}. Since K is Galois over

Q with abelian Galois group, this implies that [K: Q] is even and that there

exist a quadratic extension L of Q contained in K . Let S denote the number

ring of I. By our assumption, there exists a Schur algebra A over S such

that ln\p[K ®A] — 1/2 at any of the 2 infinite places P of L. Then R ®5 A
is a Schur algebra over R such that lnvQ[K ®s A] = 1/2 at any of the infinite

places Q of K. So S(R) ^ 0 and the Schur group conjecture holds for R.

Note that this also shows that Br(R) r\S(K) = C2 if K has an even number of

real places.   D

2. The Schur group conjecture for quadratic number fields

Before providing a proof in the quadratic case, we give some additional def-

initions and recall some representation theory. As a general reference for the

latter see [3] or [18]. Let n be an irreducible character of a finite group such
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that n(G) ç K. Then the center of the central simple component B of KG

corresponding to n is K. Let n: KG -» B be the projection corresponding to

n-
Definition 2.1. With the above notations, an irreducible character n of G is

called an R Azumaya character if and only if the R order generated by n(G)

is Azumaya. The Hasse invariant of n at any place is then equal to the Hasse

invariant at that place of the Azumaya algebra corresponding to n.

To any Schur algebra A over R we can associate its Azumaya character

n. Conversely, if n is an Azumaya character, then for any representation

n: KG -» B as above, the R order generated by n(G) is Azumaya. Indeed,

two such representations differ only by inner conjugation with an element of B*,

so the corresponding R orders are actually isomorphic. Now let P e Spec(i?)

be any prime ideal and assume that K is sufficiently large with respect to G,

i.e. K contains the exp(C7)th roots of unity. As already mentioned, k denotes

the quotient R/P. Then it is possible to define a decomposition map from the

ring of K characters of G, Ch(K), to the ring of Brauer characters, Ch(k) :

r

d: Ch(K)^Ch(k):Xl~Y,d>J<t>j-
j=i

Here, the Xi are irreducible K characters and the (¡>j are the Brauer characters

of the simple k(G) modules. The decomposition numbers dy are then char-

acterized by the relation Xi(g) — S/=i dij(t)j(g) for any P regular g e G, i.e.

for g e G such that ord(g) ^ P. If V is a KG module with character n and

N is any G invariant R lattice, then dy is the multiplicity of the simple k

module with Brauer character </>j occurring in a Jordan decomposition of the

k(G) module k®N. In particular, if Xi(g) = 4>j(g) for all P regular g, then
the k(G) module k ® N is simple.

If L is an extension of K and 5 is the integral closure of R in L, then

we let / denote the quotient of S by some prime ideal P e Spec(.S).

Theorem 2.2. Let n be an irreducible character of G such that n(G) ç K. Let

L be any extension of K such that L is sufficiently large with respect to G

and let S be the ring of integers of L. Then the following two assertions are

equivalent:

(i)   n is an R Azumaya character.

(ii) For any prime P e Spec(.S) and any SG invariant lattice N with

character n, the module I <8> N is a simple 1(G) module.

Proof, (i) => (ii) If n is an R Azumaya character, then it is also an S Azu-

maya character, by Lemma 1.4. Let n: LG -» B denote the projection on the

central simple component corresponding to n and let Y denote the S order

generated by n(G). Then Y is an Azumaya algebra in B and A7 is a left Y

module. For any prime P e Spec(S), we have a commutative diagram

SG    -       Y       ->       End^AO
I I I

1(G)    -»    /®<?r   _>    End,(/®sW).

Since T is Azumaya, / ®s T is central simple over the finite field /. Further-

more, since L is sufficiently large, it has the same dimension as End/(/ ® N),
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so the map / ®s Y -» End/(/ <% TV) is an isomorphism. This shows that /%Af

is a simple /(G) module.

(ii) => (i). Since S is sufficiently large for G, any simple 1(G) module

is absolutely simple, i.e. it remains simple under any field extension. By a

theorem of Burnside (cf. [3, Theorem 3.43, p. 54]) this implies that the map

I ®s r -» End/(/ ®5 N) in the above diagram is an epimorphism. A comparison

of the dimensions over / then shows that this map is injective too, so /%T

is a central simple / algebra, for any P e Spec(S'). By Theorem 7.1 of [4] this

implies that r\ is an S Azumaya character and by applying Lemma 1.4 that it

is an R Azumaya character too.   D

Let L be a cyclotomic extension of the number field K , with Galois group

S? and let c be a 2-cocycle with values in t(L'), where t(L') is the group of

roots of unity in L*. If S is any cofinite set of places of K, then we let R§

denote the ring of S integers of K and £§ the integral closure of R$ in L.

We can use c to construct a crossed product order (S§, &, c) = ©CT6^ Rua by
the rules

ua • ux = c(a, r)uaz,        ua • s = o(s) • ua.

The following theorem is an adapted version of a theorem of Auslander,

Goldman, and Rim.

Theorem 2.3. The crossed product algebra (5§, &, c) is an R% Schur algebra

if and only if the extension L/K is unramified at all finite places in S.

Proof. The extension S§/Rs is a Galois extension if and only if the condition

on L/K is satisfied. By a straightforward adaptation of Theorem 40.14, [14,

p. 374], (5s, 3?, c) is an Azumaya algebra over Rs if and only if Sg is a

Galois extension of /?s • We still have to verify that (S§, S', c) is a Schur

algebra. If L = K[en] then it is an easy exercise to construct an epimorphism

S§(t(L*) xc&) onto (S§,&,c).   D

Example 2.4. Let p be any odd prime, k = (-l)(P-1)/2 an(i jet k = Q(y/jcp),

L = K(ep). It is well known that L/K is only ramified at the prime (y/p) of

K. Let R denote the number ring of K and let Rq denote its localization

at any prime Q e Spec(R). Applying Theorem 2.3, we see that the crossed

product order Rq ® (Z[ep], S?, c) is Azumaya for any prime Q of Spec(/v)

not containing p.

Let m be any squarefree number. We say that S^(m) is true if and only

if the Schur group conjecture is true for the number field K — Q(\/m) and its

number ring R . We let Xm denote the nontrivial element of Gal(/C/Q), where

we also allow m to be negative.

Example 2.5. 5^(2) is true. Let A be the Z[\/2] order of the quaternion

algebra (-1,-1) over Q(\/2) generated by < 1, (1 + i)/\/2, (l+j)/V2,

(I + i + j + k)/2 > as a Z[\/2] module. In [21] it is proved that A is the epi-
morphic image of E4S, the binary tetraedral group of order 48. More generally,

the finite subgroups of the invertible elements of skew fields have been deter-

mined by Amitsur in [1]. Let E24 = {±l,±i, ±j, ±k, (±l+±/ + ±;'-|-±A:)/2}

then ^ = £24 U {x/\/2, x = ±y ± z and y, z e {I, i, j, k}, y ^ z}.

Moreover, £24 is a normal subgroup of E4%. An easy calculation shows that

disc(/4/Z[\/2]) = 1, so A is Azumaya and S?(2) is true.  If n2 denotes the
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irreducible character corresponding to this representation and tr denotes the

reduced trace on A, then by definition of the reduced trace, n2(g) = tr(g) for

any g e E4&. Let & be the automorphism defined on E4% by £,2\E24 = id,

&(x/\/2) = -x/V2, then À2(n2(g)) = n2(Ç2(g)) for any g e E48.

Now let p be any odd prime and let ¥p denote the finite Galois field of

order p . In order to prove that S^(p) is true, we need some facts concerning

Sl2(Fp) and its representations. For a character table of Sl2(Fp) we refer to [7,

p. 228]. Let K — (—1)(p_1)/2 > a any nonsquare in F*, v any generator of F*,

and T any generator of ¥pi. Fix a basis of ¥pi as an ¥p vector space. Once

these choices have been made, we determine elements z, c, d, a and b by

z =
-1     0

0     -1
c —

1    1
0    1

d =
1    a
0    1

a —
v     0
0    v~x

and b is the matrix of ¥p2 ¥p2: x h-> tp~1x with respect to the chosen basis.

A complete set of representatives of the conjugacy classes of Si2(Fp) is then

given by

(l),(z),(c),(d),(zc),(zd),(al),(bm)

for 1 < / < (p - 3)/2; I < m < (p - l)/2

We will need only a small portion of the character table of Si2(Fp).

ZC zd

2

ezd
2

2

-K(p-\)

-l + y/icp

2 2

-l + y6cp

k(1-^/kp)

2

)C(I + V^P)

2

«(1 + yft?)
2

K(l-y'icp)

2

(-l)m+l

Let <^p be the outer automorphism on Sl2(Fp) defined by inner conjugation

with ( Q ° ) then from the above table we find

Vg e S12(FP): AKp(np(g)) = np(Çp(g) = n'p(g).

The absolutely simple Sl2(Fp) modules in characteristic p may be described

as follows (cf. [3, Example 17.17, p. 426]). Let V¡ be the vector space of
homogeneous polynomials of degree i in X, Y over ¥p , 0 < / < p — 1. The

action of Sl2(Fp) on V¡ is given by

(X'Ym) = (aX + ßY)'(yX + ÔY)'

These are all simple S12(FP)
to prove

modules, up to isomorphism. We are now ready

Theorem 2.6.  np and n'p are Z[(l + ,Jicp)/2] Azumaya characters.

Proof. The proofs for np and n'p are entirely similar, so let n stand for any

of them. Let R = Z[(l + v/?cp)/2], K = <Q(y/Kp) and let n: KSl2(¥p) -» B
be the projection on the K central simple component corresponding to n.

The R order generated by n(S\2(¥p)) will be denoted Y. In order to prove

that r is Azumaya, it suffices to prove this at any localization of R (cf. [4,

Theorem 7.1, p. 72]). Let H be the subgroup of Sl2(Fp) consisting of the

upper triangular matrices, A the R order generated by n(H), ua = n(a),

and ep = n(c). Then ep is indeed a pth root of unity. Since uaep = e^ ua
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and v is a generator of F*, this shows that inner conjugation by ua generates

Gal(Q(2p)/Q(v^cp)). Therefore, A 3 (R[sp], Gal(K(ep)/K, c) for some 2-
cocycle c. Example 2.4 then shows that Rq ® A is Azumaya for any prime

Q e Spec(R) such that p £ Q. Then Rq ® Y = Rq ® A, since Azumaya
algebras are maximal orders (cf. [13, Theorem 6.18, p. 66]), which shows that

Rq ® T is also Azumaya. Let P be the unique prime of R lying above p and

let S be an extension of R that is sufficiently large for Sl2(Fp). By Lemma

1.4, it suffices to prove that Sp ® Y is Azumaya. If P' is any prime of S

lying above P, then after localizing further we have to prove that 5>< ® A is

Azumaya. By Theorem 2.2 this is equivalent to the assertion that n has the

same values on the P' regular elements of g e Sl2(Fp) as the Brauer character

of some absolutely simple St2(Fp) module in characteristic p . Let <p¡ denote

the Brauer character of the simple module V¡. By comparing the values in 1, we

see that we have to verify n(g) = <P(P-i)/2(g) for any P' regular g e Sb:(Fp),

that is for g e {1, z, a1, bm} . The verification for 1, z is trivial and that

for a1 will be left to the diligent reader. We will verify this for bm . Define

b e ffl2(l» by

b: ¥P2 ® V{p_3)/2 - ¥p2 ® V{p_i)/2: X .- x^X, Y ~ r^Y.

Then bm and bm have the same characteristic equation which is separable over

Fp2 and therefore they are conjugate in Gl2(Fp2). So we may replace bm by

bm in the calculation of <P(P-3)/2(bm) ■ Let co be a (p + l)th root of unity.

¿=(p-3)/2

<P(p-3)p(bm) =     E    comico-m«o-V'2-^

1=0

f,-,m{p-l) _ i mm(P~l) — 1= a,-™«,-^) w    -J. = (_1)«û,2«w    -_L = ^¿«^
w2m _ J V       ; w2m _ 1 'V       ^

This finishes the proof that n is Azumaya.   D

Corollary 2.7. 5^(p) is true if p is a prime such that p = 1 mod 4.

Proof. Let us resume the notations of the above theorem, then we already know

that r\p is an R Azumaya algebra. We have to calculate the Hasse indices at

the two infinite places of K. But K ® Y = K ® A and K ® A = (K(ep),

Gal(K(ep)/K = (o), a), a cyclic algebra over K. Here a = u¿~ ~ — 1,

since ?7p is a faithful Sl2(Fp) character. If K <-+ K is any real place of AT, then

K®a: (K® A) and (R, tr^-1)/4, -1) are Brauer equivalent (cf. [14, Theorem

30.8, p. 261]) and Inv(R, ct^-1)/4, -1) = 1/2.   □

Corollary 2.8. The Schur indices of r\p and r\'p are 0 at all finite places.

Proof. Br(R) consists of those classes of central simple algebras for which the

invariant vanishes at the finite places of R .   □

Corollary 2.8 has already been proved by G. J. Janusz in [10] and by W. Feit

in [8].

Remark 2.9. An explicit construction of the characters of S12(FP) over C has

been given by S. Tanaka in [19]. It makes use of a projective representation of

the Heisenberg group of ¥pi, which was discovered by A. Weil.
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If p = 3 mod 4, then Theorem 2.6 cannot be applied immediately to con-

struct nontrivial elements of 5'(Z[v/p]). However, we will give a construction

based on Theorem 2.6 to prove that ¿?(p) is also true in this case. Since this

construction is a particular case of a more general one, we postpone this proof

for the moment.

Definition 2.10. A brick is a sextupel (G ,m,n, g ,Ç,x) consisting of the fol-

lowing data:

(i) A finite group G .

(ii) A squarefree m e Z.

(iii) An irreducible Azumaya character n on G with values in Q(y/m).

(iv) A element g e G satisfying ord(g) = \m\a  for some a e N\{0},

n(g) i Q
(v) An automorphism £, on G such that Vg e G: km(n(g) = n(£,(g))

(vi) An element x in G such that £2 is inner conjugation by x and x is

invariant under £. If, in condition (iv), we suppress the requirement

that ord(g) = \m\a , then we call the sextupel a semibrick.

As the name suggests, these bricks allow us to construct new Azumaya char-

acters from old ones. If £ is an automorphism of G as in the above definition,

then we can extend G to a new group, which we denote by E(G, Ç) as follows.

As a set, E(G, £,) — G x {1, ¿} and the multiplication is determined by the

following rules

(g,l)(g',l) = {ggr, 1), (*,l)(l,i) = (*,«),

(1,«(*,1) = ({(*),£),       (l,£)2 = (x,l).

If ^ is a character on G, then its induction to E(G, Ç) will be denoted by

E(n). Note that E(n)\G = n + r¡ o Ç by Mackey's subgroup theorem (cf. [3,

10.14, p. 238]) and E(n) vanishes outside G.

Example 2.11. â§(2) = (E4i, 2, r]2, (1 + i)/V2, &, 1) is a brick. This is a
consequence of Example 2.5 and the discussion following it. For any odd prime

p , â§(p) = (Si2(Fp), /cp, r\p , c, Çp , a) is a brick. This follows from Theorem

2.6 and the properties of Si2(Fp) mentioned above. Similarly, if y denotes the

nontrivial character of C2, then 3§'(p) = ({±1} x Sh(Fp), /cp , y®np , (1, c),

id x£p , (-1, a)) is a brick. Finally, let E'4i be the group generated by:

\-^T'j} - {Q([h)j
Let //_2 be the corresponding character and set ¿;_2|£'24 = id and Ç-^x/s/^l)

= -x/x/^2. Then âS'[l) = (E'4S, -2, tj_2, (1 + O/v^, £-2, 1) is a brick.
We use these bricks later on.

Theorem 2.12.

(i) If (G, m , r\, g, Ç, x) is a brick, then so is (GxG, m, n®n, (g, 1), £x

(ii) If (Gi ; mx, tft, gi, & , JCi) and (G2, m2 , n2 , g2, Ç2 , x2) are bricks,
and g.c.d.(mx, m2) = 1 then so is (E(GX x d,^ x £2), mxm2,

E(m®ri2). {g\,gi). E(Z\ x 1). (JCi, !))•
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Proof, (i) Let R, K, Y and n have the same meaning as in the proof of The-

orem 2.6, with np replaced by n . Then n®n: KG®KG = K(G x G) -» BxB
corresponds to n®n and the R order spanned by (7t®7r)(GxG) is isomorphic

to T ® T. Since the tensor product of two Azumaya algebras is Azumaya, this

shows that n ® n is an R Azumaya character. The other constituents of the

brick are easily seen to verify the required properties.

(ii) Since xx is left invariant under Çx , we can extend (£1 x 1) to

E(GxxG2,ÇxxÇ2) by

E(ii x 1): (gx, #2, «1 *&)*) ~ («(ft), gi, Ki xia)")       ^ = 0,1.

This explains the appearance of is (£1 x 1) in the brick.

Clearly, E(nx®r\2) takes values in Q(v/'"i\ v/^i) • Let Xm¡ also denote the

extension to Q(s/rñ\ , \frni) which fixes y/m~$Zi and let t = kmi oXmi . Then

T°E(r\x ®n2)(gx, g2, I) =-c(tix(gx)n2(g2) + m(Çi(gi))"2(Ç2(g2)))

= -t(li(gi)m(g2) + rnx(gx)Tt]2(g2))

= E(tft ®n2)(gx, g2, 1).

This shows that E(nx ® n2) takes values in <Q(y/mxm2), as required. By an

entirely similar calculation, one proves that

km,m2°E(nx ®n2)(g\, g2,l) = E(nx ® n2)(Çx(gx), g2, 1)

and

E(t]x®n2)(gx, g2, 1) i Q.

All the other properties needed to form a brick are now rather obvious, except

that we have to prove that E(nx®n2) is an Azumaya character over the number

ring of Q(y/mxm2). To this end, we will use the criterion of Theorem 2.2 and

replace R by a number ring S for which the quotient field is large enough for

G. As in the first part of the proof, nx ® r\2 is an S Azumaya character. Let N¡

be an invariant SG¡ module with character n¡, i — 1, 2. The automorphism £,

on G i may be used to change the module structure on N¡. The resulting module

will be denoted by Af . Let Lx = NX®N2 and L2 = N^l®N¡2 = (Nx®N2)Z'®h ,
then

E(NX ® N2) = IndEGfx>¿2G2'ilXÍ2)(Lx), E(NX ® N2)\GX x G2 = Lx e L2

by one of the many forms of Mackey's subgroup theorem (cf. [3, 10.14, p.

238]).
Now let P be any prime of S and assume that m2 <£ P. Since nx ® r\2

is an Azumaya character, Theorem 2.2 shows that I ®LX is a simple Gx ® G2

module with Brauer character nx ® n2\(Gx x G2)reg. Now m2 £ P implies that

(1. g2, 1) e E(GX x G2) is a P regular element and

(n\®m)(i,g2, i) t¿ (n\ ®m)(i,6(ft), 0-

This shows that /®Li and /®L2 have different Brauer characters and therefore,

are nonisomorphic simple l(Gx x G2) modules. If M is any E(GX x G2, ^1 x<^2)

invariant submodule of E(NX ® N2), then M is also l(Gx x G2) invariant, and

we have M = @¡^jLj, for some subset f of {1,2} (cf. [3, Proposition

3.2O1V, p. 46]). However, if Lj C M, then (£, x £2)Lj = L3~j CM. So

f = {\,2} and M = E(NX ® A^2) which shows that E(NX ® N2) is simple.
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The argument is clearly similar if mx $ P and either mx or ffl2 do not

belong to P by our assumption that g. c. d.(mx, W2) = 1. Finally, the very

same method applies to show that E(nx ® J72) is irreducible.   D

Note that the above theorem is still valid if one replaces bricks by semibricks.

However, one has to require in this case that g. c. d.(ord(gi), ord(g2)) = 1 •

Corollary 2.13. If p is an odd prime, p = 3 mod 4, then 5^{p) is true.

Proof. Let C4 = (x) be the cyclic group or order 4, n-X a linear character

such that n-X(x) = i and <^_i the unique nontrivial automorphism on C4.

Since n-X is a linear character, it is clear that r\^x isa Z[z] Azumaya character.

Therefore (C4, -I, r\-X, x, £_i, x2) is a semibrick. By our remark following

Theorem 2.12, &"(p) = (E(C4 x S12(FP)), p, E(n_x x np), (x, c), ¡Jf_] x 1 ,

(x2, 1)) is a semibrick too. This already provides us with a Z[y/p] Azumaya

character. We still have to calculate the index at any of the two infinite places

of ®(VP) ■
Let n: Q[\/p]E(C4 x Sl2(Fp)) -» B denote the projection corresponding to

E(t]-X x np) and let A be the Z[,/p] order generated by n(C4 x Sl2(Fp)). Let

e4p = n(x, c, 1) = iep and ua — n(l, 1, £_i x £p). Then uae4p = i3epua . But

o ■ Q(£4p) -► Q(£4p) : i >-► i3       £p >-> ep

is a generator of Gal(Q(e4p)/Q(v^p)). So

®(VP) «AS (Q(e4p), Gal(Q(e4p)/®(^p)), a),

where a = upa~x . However, B and Q(i/p) ® A have the same dimension over

Q(y/p), so they are equal. The assumption that p = 3 mod 4 and the fact that

£2_l — x2 will after a little calculation show that a — -1 . As in the proof of

Corollary 2.7, it follows that the Hasse invariant at any of the infinite places is

1/2.    D

To keep further track of the index at the infinite places, we will apply the

following strong result due to Fontaine (cf. [9]).

Theorem 2.14. Let A be a subgroup of the finite group G. Suppose cp and y are

irreducible characters of A and G respectively such that (cp, y)A = 1. Let K

be afield such that K = K(y) = K(cp). Then the K central simple components

corresponding to cp and to y are Brauer equivalent.

Lemma 2.15. Let ^ and 82 be two bricks or semibricks satisfying the conditions

of Theorem 2.12 and assume further that the character constituents nx and r\2

of both ii x?2 have real values. Let E(WX x fê2) denote the brick or semibrick

constructed in Theorem 2.12(ii). Then the Hasse invariant of E(nx ® n2) is

equal to the sum of the Hasse invariants of the n¡, i - 1, 2.

Proof. We apply Theorem 2.14 with the groups Gx x G2 and £(G| x G2), the

characters r\\ ® n2 and E(nx ® n2) and the field R. Note that the conditions

of the theorem are satisfied since

(E(t]\ ®n2), t]\ ®m)G,xG2 = (»/i ®rk + tlï ®>722' m ® "2) = L

Here, we used the fact that nx®n2 is irreducible and that £ix£2 acts nontrivially

on this character. Since the Hasse invariants of nx ®n2 are just the sum of the

Hasse invariants of the n,, we have proved that the Hasse invariants at infinity
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of E(nx ® r¡2) are the sum of the Hasse invariants of the Azumaya algebras

determined by % .   D

Theorem 2.16. For any squarefree natural number m, S"(m) is true.

Proof. Let m - 2£px ...prqx ...qs, where e e {0, 1}, p, = lmod4, q¡ =

3 mod 4. For any prime p , let 38 (p), 31'(p), respectively 38" (p), have the

same meaning as in Example 2.11, respectively Corollary 2.13. Note that the

irreducible characters of the (semi) bricks 38(2), 38(p¡), 38" (q¡) take values

in R and that the Hasse invariants at the infinite places of the constructed

Azumaya algebras are all 1/2. If ^x and %. are two bricks which satisfy

the conditions of Theorem 2.12, then we let £P,2 denote the brick constructed

in Theorem 2.12(i), starting from ^ . Similarly, ^ x fê2 denotes the brick

obtained by applying the construction in Theorem 2.12(ii).

It is not difficult to prove, along the lines of Corollary 2.13, that the Azumaya

algebras corresponding to 38'\q{\ x 38(qf) and to 38'(2) x 38(q¡) have Hasse

invariants 1/2 at all infinite places. As we already know that S?(t) is true

for any prime t, we may assume that r ^ 0 or s ^ 0. We now construct

semibricks 3 which depend on the values of the parameters e, r, and s.

For the construction of 3, the bricks are constructed from left to right, but

squaring and bracketing take precedence.

e -0, s odd:

3=38"(qx) x Y[ra=x(38(pa))2 x Y[(;Zl)l2(a§(q2ß)x3(q2ß+x))2.

e — 0, s even, s j^ 0 :

3S = (3§'(qx)x^(ql)) x Y[ra=ï(<%(pa))2 x Y\f=1(3§(q2ß_x) x <%(q2ß))2 .

e = I, s odd:

3¡ = (3§'(2) xf%(qx)) x nU^CP«))2 * Vtl~J?'\®(tofi) x^(^+i))2 •

e - I, s even, 5^0:

21=38(2) x \\ra=r(38(pa))2 x ir't,(38(q2p_x) x 38(q2ß))2.

e = 0, s = 0:
3=38(Px)xY[ra=2(38(Pa))2.

e= I, 5 = 0:

3 = 38(2)x]Xa=x(38(pa))2.

Note that, at each step in the construction of 21, Theorem 2.12 or the remark

following it is applicable. Furthermore the Azumaya character corresponding

to 3 takes values in Q(v/m). Finally, applying Lemma 2.15, we see that the

corresponding Azumaya algebra has Hasse index 1 ¡2 at all infinite places.   D

Corollary 2.17. The Schur group conjecture is true for number rings of subcyclo-

tomic number fields.

Proof. This now follows from Theorem 1.5 and Theorem 2.16.    D

Corollary 2.18. If K is a subcyclotomic number field with number ring R, then

S(R) = C2 if K has an even number of real places and S(R) = 0 otherwise.
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Proof. This follows immediately from the proof of Theorem 1.5 and from The-

orem 2.16.   D
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